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Welcome 

I’m so glad to see you here, reading with me! I think you’ll have a lovely time, 
so I don’t want to interrupt you before we get started, but fair warning: 

The stories on the following pages rate about PG-13, with some 
cursing, occasional violence, and discussion of  some difficult themes like mental 
illness and teen safety. (I counted about six total f-bombs.) I strive to make the 
Becoming Hero universe accessible to younger, more sheltered teens while still 
remaining honest to the real struggles less privileged teens and young adults 
face. There will be no graphic depictions of  sex or sexual assault, and I want to 
avoid triggering anyone with glorified violence, but bad guys talk like bad guys, 
and you’re not going to hear Luis say, “Oh geez, Carl, I sure do hate how you 
stopped my evil plan!” You might find some themes make you uncomfortable, 
but you won’t be traumatized.  

Finally, while the struggles on these pages are based on a conglomerate of  
real experiences relayed to me by patients, clients, friends, and IRL heroes, all of  
the people and events inside this anthology are fictional.  

Also, I didn’t beat any puppies while making it. 

Aight? Let’s dive in.   
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Hierro 
Carlos Serra Rivera 

Carl blinked, hoping this was sweat stinging his eyes, or maybe the sun 
reflecting like a search light off  the aluminum roofing. He laid down the sheet of  
metal, blinking again, as his coworkers flurried around him. Their soaked tank-
tops and t-shirts gave way to rippling muscle as they joked, and hammered, and 
stapled, and tossed cement blocks across the yard like pillows… 

Though Carl was the construction crew's biggest and youngest, suddenly the 
thin slat of  roof  he carried weighed too much. 

“Hey 'papi', get over here,” the foreman shouted to Carl, grinning as he 
borrowed one of  Carl's 'Puerto-Rican-isms.' 

“Vale, 'ese'.” Carl tried to tease his Mexican boss back, but his heart wasn't in 
it. Blink, blink—no, this stinging wasn't sweat. Puñeta. He had to leave before... 
“I got class in an hour. I better get going after we get this roof  up.” 

“You still doing that college thing? We not paying you enough?” 
“Nah, 'mano, you pay fine. I just wanna be an engineer. Build stuff  that 

flies!” Carl heaved his piece of  aluminum up again, letting its heat sear his bare 
shoulder—glad he could still feel that. He struggled to focus on the conversation 
around him as his vision blurred. 

“But building a shed, man, that's so much cooler than designing a 
spaceship,” the foreman laughed, waving dramatically at the half-finished 
structure like a magician unveiling his assistant. 

Carl struggled to chuckle with the foreman. He could laugh. This wouldn't 
beat him. He yanked the sheet metal against himself, gritting his teeth as his 
head grew heavy on his neck, and with a grunt of  power he dragged his burden 
through the dry, cracked mud. He could feel the foreman's eyes on him. Did this 
look difficult? Carl didn't care. He'd put this roof  on that shed. Aside, sun. 
Move, heat. 

“Hey, what's wrong with you? Looks like you re-enacting the Via Dolorosa 
over there.” 

No. No, this was easy. One step. Next step. No—no, no, the light flared, and 
dangit—dangit, now he couldn't see at all! 

“Hey, watch it.” 
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“Carl, you drunk?” 
Walk in a straight line. Carl felt the shed with his outstretched hand: plastic 

edges and a wooden frame, warm. He clung to that as his other arm brought the 
metal sheet the last few inches to let it clang and wobble against the cheap siding 
as he set it down. 

He'd miss class. He couldn't drive if  he couldn't see. So he'd need a ride? 
Could he find the bus stop? He tried to plan and strategize as his grip softened, 
and he felt his hand slipping down the side of  the shed as his left leg buckled, 
too. The siding scratched his palm, and he was glad for the pain. 

* 
“Your boss was really worried about you, Carl. The ER doctor didn't have 

great things to say, either.” 
The neurologist swiveled on his stool, turning away from his ancient-looking 

computer to face the young man sitting shirtless on the exam table.  
Carl shrugged. “He's a nice guy.” 
“The ER doctor was a woman.” 
“I wasn't talking about her.” Carl smiled as the neurologist stood to have him 

grip his hand and wiggle his fingers and raise his shoulders. They'd done this 
physical exam now so many times over the past year that Carl had it memorized 
like a dance, and they could talk over it without the neurologist giving directions. 

“Nice or not, your boss can't keep you on if  we don't get these attacks under 
control.” 

“He said that?” Carl hadn't had an attack on a construction site before—at 
least not one anyone noticed before he'd left. 

“No.” The neurologist gripped Carl's shoulders. “I say that.” 
Carl looked up. The neurologist's grey eyes didn't blink. Carl didn't blink 

either. 
“You could drop something on someone. Fall on someone from a height. 

Misuse machinery.” 
So he wouldn't carry stuff  above people, stand above people, or drive the 

bulldozer. 
“You've got to take out loans or something. You can't keep working.” 
But Carl kept working. 

* 
“Hey, make sure you drink water, Carl!” A brick flew towards Carl's face. He 

caught it, set it in its place on the wall in a swath of  squicky mortar, and knelt on 
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the scaffold to catch the pile of  seven his boss threw up towards him. One of  the 
Paraguayans on the lot had shown them all this much faster, much more 
dangerous way to lay brick, and Carl wished the foreman wouldn't stand directly 
under him. Gracias a Dios he finally moved. 

“Don't want you getting another heatstroke.” Sweat gleamed on the 
foreman's scruff  as he climbed the scaffolding to hand Carl a bottle of  water 
and sit down. Carl took it with thanks, wondering if  he should correct the 
foreman. He'd never had heatstroke... 

“How's school?” The foreman asked. 
“Good.” Except for the episode last month where he couldn't see the 

blackboard. “Lots of  math.” 
“Oof, I hated math. My son's very good at that, though.” 
“The high schooler?” 
“Yeah. Juan Carlos. He's smart, but...he's getting a little ...crazy.” 
“Wrong crowd, kind of  crazy?” 
The foreman winced. “You think you could come over and meet him? He 

doesn't need tutoria, but...” 
“Is there a Big Brother program at his school?” 
“Ese, I don't even know what that is.” 
Carl put his hand on the foreman's shoulder. “I'll talk to him. Don't worry.” 
“Vale.” The foreman smiled and shook Carl's hand with a whack on the 

back. He held his weight there, in Carl's palm, as he began to climb back down 
the scaffold. 

Carl's grip was weak. 
The foreman's eyes lit with confused curiosity as they met Carl's. 
The foreman didn't have time to look scared as he fell. 

* 
“No, I'm done.” 
“Ese, I'm mad you dropped me, but you're not done.” 
Carl drooped against the tire of  the white construction van in the shadow of  

his coworkers. Carl couldn't even see them, but they didn't know that. He heard 
the foreman's boots rasp against the curb as someone wrapped electrical tape 
around the broken ankle.  

“You're taking me to the hospital,” the foreman went on under clenched-
teeth. “And you're on mescla all next week. No more brick-laying.” Punishment. 
No one wanted the assistant's job of  carrying buckets of  mortar back and forth. 
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